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Abstract

Dielectric measurements on 4,49-methylenebis(N,N-diglycidylaniline) were carried out over a temperature range from 258 to
335 K, at hydrostatic pressures from ambient to 300 MPa. Both the shape of thea-relaxation function and theT -normalizedg

temperature dependence of the relaxation times(fragility) were found to be independent of pressure, consistent with the established
correlation between these two quantities. Interpretation of the data using an extension of the model of Adam and Gibbs yielded
values for the configurational entropy and the excess heat capacity. The implication of this analysis is that these two quantities
govern to a substantial extent both the temperature- and pressure-dependences of the structural relaxation times. We also show
that all relaxation times can be rescaled onto a single master curve, whose abscissa is simply related to the ratio between the
configurational entropy and the excess heat capacity.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

When cooled at a sufficiently high rate, most liquids
retain their disordered structure while progressively
transforming into a solid state, the glassy state. This
ubiquitous and complex process has been studied for
many decades, but nevertheless remains a topic of
current scientific debate. By observing the molecular
motions with a variety of experimental techniques, it
has been observed that these became progressively
slower, with characteristic times going from nanosec-
onds to times that exceed the normal duration of
experiments, so that the system is actually in non-
equilibrium.
Among the experimental techniques used to probe the

dynamical properties of supercooled liquids, dielectric
spectroscopy is an especially useful method, since the
dynamics can be probed over a very broad frequency
rangew1,2x. Dielectric relaxation measurements can also
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be carried out over wide ranges of temperature and
pressure, providing stern tests of models of the glass
transitionw3–7x.
Dielectric loss spectra are often analyzed as a super-

position of Havriliak–Negami functionsw8x

´0 vŽ .

D´sin b cŽ .HN
s cw za 2a b y2HN HNx | HN1q2 vt cospa y2 q vtŽ . Ž .Ž .HN HN HNy ~

aHNvt sin pa y2Ž . Ž .HN HN

sarctan
aHN1q vt cospa y2Ž . Ž .HN HN

(1)

whereD´ is the dielectric strength,t the relaxationHN

time, v the angular frequency, anda and b areHN HN

shape parameters. The latter yield the exponents,
a =b and a , of the respective power lawsHN HN HN

describing the high and low frequency flanks of the
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dielectric loss peak. In the analysis of the dynamics, it
is common to utilize the model-independent relaxation
time defined as the inverse of the angular frequency of
the maximum in the dielectric loss,ts1yv . Thismax

can be obtained either directly from the spectra, or
calculated fromt w9xHN

1yw z aB E HNp
C Ft s2p=t tan (2)x |HN
D G2 b q1y ~Ž .HN

The latter is necessary if more than one relaxation
(or DC conductivity) must be accounted for.
The temperature behavior of the relaxation time for

many glass formers can be described by the Vogel–
Fulcher(VF) w10,11x equation

B EDT0C Ft T st exp (3)Ž . 0
D GTyT0

where T is the absolute temperature,T the Vogel0

temperature andD the fragility parameter. Deviations
from VF behavior are seen for smallt (t;10 s)y6

w12x.
A phenomenological extension of the VF equation

has been found to describe the pressure-dependence of
different glass-formersw13,14x

B ED PPC Ft P st exp (4)Ž . P
D GP yP0

whereP is the pressure,t can be obtained from isobaricP

data at atmospheric pressure,
P denotes the pressure at whicht diverges andD0 P

can be referred to, for consistency, as the pressure
fragility parameterw15x.

Of the different theoretical models proposed for inter-
preting the slowing down of the dynamics upon
approach of the glass transition, much effort has been
directed to the model of Adam and Gibbs(AG) w16x,
which predicts

B EA
C Ftst exp (5)AG
D GTSc

whereS is the configurational entropy,A is a constantc

related to the intermolecular potential andt is theAG

relaxation time in the limit of high temperatures. The
important result of this model is establishing a link
between the dynamics(t) and thermodynamical quan-
tities (S ). It is noteworthy that Eq.(5) has been foundc

to be valid for simulationsw17,18x, which arise from a
different theoretical approach than used originally by
AG. Also, variants have been proposed to the original
model to establish links between Eq.(5) and the
molecular dynamicsw19x.

The operative definition proposed by AG to determine
S is to consider it equal to the excess entropy,S , ofc ex

the melt with respect to the crystal. As pointed out by
Goldstein w20x very many years ago, however, this
definition is problematic, becauseS may include vibra-ex

tional terms, with consequent overestimate ofS . Thisc

point has recently been emphasized by Johariw21x.
Nevertheless, tests of the AG usingS have beenex

successful for temperatures not too far fromT w22–25xg

presumably reflecting a proportionality betweenS andc

S w26x, as found by computer simulationsw27,28x. Inex

this approximation, it follows that

T PDC T9 B EŽ .P ≠V
C FS T,P sDS q dT9y D dP9Ž .c fus | |
D GT9 ≠TT 0 P9K

(6)

whereDS is the entropy of fusion andT , the Kauz-fus k

mann temperature, is the ideal temperature of vanishing
S . In this work is assumedT sT (the Vogel temper-c k 0

ature). The first integral is related to the excess molar
heat capacity,DC sC yC , of the melt relativemelt crystal

p p p

to the crystal, and the second integral can be expressed
in terms of the excess molar thermal expansion,

. At atmos-
melt crystalB E≠ V yVB E B E Ž .≠V ≠DV C FC F C FD s s

D G D G D G≠T ≠T ≠TP P P

pheric pressure(P;0), the second integral is zero, and
since the temperature dependence of the excess heat
capacity can be described over a limited range by
DC (T)skyT, thenS (T)sS ykyT, wherek is a con-P c `

stant andS is the limit of S at very high temperatures` c

w25x. By substituting this equation into Eq.(5), the VF
expression(Eq. Eq. (3)) is obtained, whereT is the0

Vogel temperature(T skyS ) andD (DsCyk) is the0 `

fragility parameter. At pressures above atmospheric, the
second integral of Eq.(6), describing the isothermal
reduction ofS , is non-negligible. By substituting Eq.c

(6) in Eq. (5), a VF-like equation fort(T, P) is again
obtained, with the Vogel temperature now defined as
w29x

T0*T T,P s (7)Ž .0 P B E1 ≠V
C F1y D dP9|
D GS ≠T0` P9

However, this result should be considered an approx-
imation, relying on the assumption of proportionality
between of S and S , for both the isobaric andc exc

isothermal terms in Eq.(6). A more rigorous analysis
would require data on the crystal properties, which are
lacking. Further discussion of the proportionality
betweenS and S and a modified version of Eq.(7)c exc

can be found in a recent paperw30x. To arrive at a more
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of 4,49-methylenebis(N,N-diglycidylani-
line), referred to herein as MBDA.

accessible form forT *, the integral in Eq.(7) was0

calculated using the Tait equationw31–33x to describe
the temperature and pressure dependence of the volume,
V(T,P)sV(T,0)w1yCln(1qPyB(T))x, where C is a
constant(average valueCs8.92=10 ) andB(T) hasy2

the dimensions of pressurew33,34x. The temperature
dependence ofB(T) is well described byB(T)s
b exp(yb T), with typical valuesb s900 MPa and1 2 1

b s4=10 K w33,34x. Using this procedure they3 y1
2

following expression forT * was derivedw5x0

*T T,P sŽ .0

T0 (8)
B Ed
C F1q
D GS`S WB ET TPw z

x |U XC Fy bqgy1 Pq gy1 B T qgP ln 1qŽ . Ž . Ž .T Ty ~
D GB TŽ .V Y

in which dsCV (T,0)b , bsd D(≠Vy≠T) andmelt y1
2 Ps0

gsayb with a being the thermal expansion coefficient2

of the melt. As pressure goes to zero,T * becomesT .0 0

According to this approach, the fragility parameterD
is independent of pressure(assuming the free energy
barrier to rearrangements remains constant). As a con-
sequence, if the temperature dependence of the excess
expansivity integral is negligible,T * depends only on0

pressure, andt(T,P) data at a fixed pressure should be
described by a VF equation having the same fragility
parameterD. Moreover, it follows in turn that ifT yT *g 0

andD are both independent of pressure, than the fragility
(e.g. steepness index,m sdlog(t)yd(TyT )± w35x)T g TsTg

is independent of pressurew36x. It has been shown that
T * is sensibly independent of pressure when the inves-0

tigated temperature range is less than 1yb and thatP-2

B(T) w35x.
In comparing the phenomenological Eq.(4) and the

extended AG model, it is evident that the former has a
higher number of free parameters(four vs. two) in order
to include a description of the pressure dependence of
the relaxation times. Moreover, the AG approach is not
phenomenological, and these parameters can be all
related to physical properties of the material. In fact, all
these parameters can be determined a priori from the
properties of melt and crystal, although in practice the
available properties for the melt reduces the adjustable
parameters to just onew37x.

In this paper, we present dielectric results, obtained
as a function of both temperature and pressure, for 4,49-
methylene-bis(N,N-diglycidylaniline). Our purpose is to
study the structural relaxation properties, and in partic-
ular compare the results obtained from the extended AG
model with those obtained using the more phenomeno-
logical approach. This epoxy is particularly well-suited
for such an investigation, since its structural relaxation

is very sensitive to both pressure and temperature(m )T
100), and crystallization is not a complicating factor.

2. Experimental

The molecular structure of 4,49-methylene-bis(N,N-
diglycidylaniline) (Aldrich Chemical), referred to herein
as MBDA, is displayed in Fig. 1. The material was used
as received. Dielectric measurements were carried out
using a Novocontrol GmbH Alpha dielectric spectrom-
eter. For ambient pressure measurements, the sample
was contained in a parallel plate cell(diameter 10-mm,
gap 0.1 mm). Temperature was controlled using a
nitrogen-gas cryostat, with temperature stability better
than 0.1 K. High pressure measurements employed
equipment described in detail elsewherew38x. The sam-
ple was contained between two plates, with pressure
exerted via silicone fluid, using a piston in contact with
a hydraulic press. The pressure was measured by a Nova
Swiss tensometric pressure meter(resolutions0.1
MPa). The temperature was controlled by a thermostatic
bath to within 0.1 K.

3. Results and discussion

Observed at lower frequencies in the dielectric loss
spectra of MBDA(Fig. 2) is the DC conductivity,s ,DC

which decreases rapidly with decreasing temperature
and increasing pressure. This conductivity can be
accounted for by an additional term in Eq.(1), ´0s
s (v´ ) , where´ is the vacuum permittivity. Aty1

DC 0 0

higher frequency, the structural(or a-) relaxation peak
is evident. At still higher frequency, another contribution
arises, a secondary relaxation seen in other epoxy
systems w39–41x. This secondary process, which is
visible only in the lower temperature spectra in Fig. 2,
is believed to be due to non-cooperative reorientation
of the terminal epoxy groups. Note that belowT , thereg

occurs another process, at frequencies intermediate
between the structural and the secondary relaxation. Its
amplitude is about two orders of magnitude smaller than
that of thea-process. This sub-T process, which hasg

the characteristics of a Johari–Goldstein relaxationw42x,
is not seen in Fig. 2, which includes only measurements
aboveT . In this paper, we restrict our attention to theg

dynamics of thea-relaxation.
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Fig. 2. Dielectric loss spectra of MBDA at ambient pressure and(from
left to right) Ts264, 267, 270, 273, 276, 279, 282, 285, 288, 291,
294, 297, 300 and 303 K.

Fig. 3. Master plot of data measured atTs287.6 K andPs12.5(h),
38.7 (s), 66.3 (n), 94.4 (∑), 120.5 (=) and 145.2 MPa(±). The
inset shows the shape parameters as a function of the relaxation time,
obtained from fits of the spectra to Eq.(1), with the inclusion of a
s term and a fractional power law contribution at high frequencyDC

(to account for the secondary relaxation). These data are the four
isobars atPs0.1 (j). 100(d), 200(m) and 300 MPa(�), and the
three isotherms atTs277.3 (n), 287.1(s) and 298.1 K(h). The
solid line is the Fourier transform ofF(t) with b s0.37.KWW

Fig. 4. a-relaxation times(a) measured at four pressures(as indicated in the figure in MPa) as a function of reciprocal temperature and(b)
measured at three temperatures(as indicated in Kelvin) as a function of the pressure. The solid lines are the fit using Eq.(3) in (a) and Eq.(4)
in (b) and the dotted lines the fit to the AG model(Eq. (3) with T substituted byT * like in Eq. (8)).0 0

Fig. 3 shows a master plot of́0(v)y´0 vs. log(vymax

v ) for spectra measured atTs287.6 K and variousmax

pressures. The shape of thea peak is essentially inde-
pendent of pressure. Analogous results are obtained by
varying the temperature at fixed pressure. In the inset
to Fig. 3 are shown the power law exponents, obtained
from fitting the spectra to Eq.(1). It is worth noting
that this spectral invariance to both temperature and

pressure has been found for thea-relaxation in other
epoxies near their glass transitionw43–45x.

From the dielectric spectra, measured over 808 and a
240 MPa range of pressures, we obtain the relaxation
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Table 1
Results of fitting the relaxation times in Fig. 4a to Eq.(3)

P (MPa) D T (K)0 log(t (s))0

1 7.1"0.8 214.3"2.9 y13.8"0.5
100 7.2"1.6 229.6"5.8 y14.2"1.1
200 7.4"1.2 239.3"4.8 y14.0"0.8
300 7.3"2.2 251.1"8.5 y14.1"1.6

Fig. 5. Steepness index deduced from measurements at constant pres-
sure using Eq.(9) (solid symbols) and from measurements at constant
temperature using Eq.(12)(open symbols). The dotted line represents
the mean value,m s104"4.T

Table 2
Fitting parameters(Eq. (4)) for the relaxation times in Fig. 4b

T (K) DP P (MPa)0

298.1 44"3 922"57
287.6 44"3 740"47
277.3 44"3 571"38

D, T andt where fixed at the values determined forPs0.1 MPa.0 0

The parameterD was shared between the three data sets.P

time over more than 7 decades. In Fig. 4a, these are
shown as a function of inverse temperature, for repre-
sentative pressures(0.1, 100, 200 and 300 MPa). Curves
calculated using Eq.(3) are shown as solid lines, with
the fitting parameters listed in Table 1. To quantify the
rapidity of the variation oft with temperature, we
calculate the steepness index(for t(T )s100 s),g

y2B EDT T0 0C Fm s 1y (9)T
D GT ln 10 TŽ .g g

These results, shown in Fig. 5(solid symbols), make
evident the constancy of the fragility with respect to
pressure, at least over the investigated range. The value
of m for MBDA is comparable to that of other epoxyT

compounds: polywphenyl glycidyl ether-co-formalde-
hydex (PPGE) m s95 w42x, diglycidyl ether of bisphen-T

ol-A (DGEBA) m s105 w42x and triphenylomethaneT

triglycidyl ether (TPTE) w40x m s106. Also close toT

that of other well known glass formers ortho-terphenyl
m s81w35x propylene carbonatem s104w35x, tryphen-T T

yl-phosphitem s115 w46x and toluenem s122 w47x.T T

Fragility for many glass formers has been found to
correlate with the breath of the structural relaxationw35x.
For example, by fitting thea peak to the one-sided
Fourier transform of the Kohlraush–Williams–Watts
(KWW) w48,49x stretched exponential function

w zbKWW
x |F t sexpy tyt (10)Ž . Ž .KWWy ~

where the fractional exponent 0-b F1, the follow-KWW

ing relation is foundw35x

m s250"30y320b (11)T KWW

Fig. 3 shows the transform ofF(t) with b s0.37KWW

(solid line), which gives a quite good description of the
a relaxation. Eq.(11) then yieldsm s130"30, whichT

agrees, in the limit of the experimental error, with the
value ofm determined in Fig. 5.T

In Fig. 4b, we showt as a function of pressure for
three temperatures(278.1, 387.1 and 397.1 K), along
with the fit to Eq. (4) (solid lines), with D, T and t0 0

determined from the data forPs0.1 MPa. The param-
eter D is assumed to be independent of temperature.P

The results are listed in Table 2.

From the isothermal measurements, the steepness
index can be calculated from the relationshipw14x

B E y1≠log t B EŽ . ≠TgC FC Fm sT (12)T
D GD G≠P ≠P

The pressure dependence of the glass temperature
determined from the measurements at both constant
pressure and constant temperature is displayed in Fig.
6. The solid line represents the fit of a second-order
polynomial, yielding 256.7"0.7 K, (1.8"0.1)=10y1

KyMPa and (y1.3"0.3)=10 KyMPa for they4 2

respective coefficients. The value of dT ydPs180 Kyg

GPa at ambient pressure is higher than the values
determined for other epoxies compounds: PPGE dT yg
dPs154 KyGPa w44x TPTE dT ydPs167 KyGPa w7xg

and polywbisphenol A-co-epichlorohydrinx, glycidyl end-
capped dT ydPs156 KyGPaw50x.g

The parameters for the pressure dependence ofTg

were used in Eq.(12) to calculate the pressure derivative
of T . The obtainedm are shown as the open symbolsg T

in Fig. 5, where their consistency with them , asT

deduced from measurements at constant pressure, can
be observed. Fig. 5 shows that, within the limit of the
experimental error, the fragility is independent of
pressure.
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Fig. 6. Glass temperatures determined from measurements at constant
temperature(Fig. 4b) and at constant pressure(Fig. 4a). The solid
line represents a second order polynomial.

Fig. 7. Vogel temperature from measurements at constant pressure
(open symbols) and at constant temperature(solid symbols), using
the phenomenological VF equation(Eq. (3)). The solid line is the
functionT (P) calculated from Eq.(5), using the parameters obtained*

0

from the fit of thet(T,P) data to the AG model.

Since fragility is expected to be correlated with the
breadth of the a-relaxation function w35,51x, the
observed independence ofm to pressure is consistentT

with the invariance of the shape of thea-relaxation to
pressure(Fig. 3). That is, for MBDA the correlation
expressed by Eq.(11) is maintained at elevated pressure,
as found previously for other glass-formersw36,52x. This
suggests that the influence of temperature and pressure
on the intermolecular cooperativity governing the local
dynamics is qualitatively the same.
To the extent this fragility and the related non-

exponentiality of the relaxation function reflect chemical
structure(e.g. through steric and other intermolecular
interactions w53x), our results indicate that over the
present range of pressures, there is no alteration of the
intermolecular potential. Such behavior conforms to the
idea underlying the AG model, that the slowing down
of molecular motion is dominated by a decrease of the
number of configuration available to the system, without
change of the intermolecular interactions per se.
Fig. 7 demonstrates the congruent behavior of the

two Vogel parameters,T (P) andP (T). This result may0 0

be surprising, since Eq.(4) derives from Eq.(3) only
by the ad hoc replacement ofT with the reciprocal of
P. However, the consistency reflects the fact that in
both cases, these represent the conditions under which
the relaxation time diverges.
The phenomenological analysis presented above

brings out the main characteristics of structural relaxa-
tion in MBDA. We have noted that the independence of
the shape parameter and fragility to pressure is consistent
with the AG model. Thus, it is of interest to examine
the t(T, P) using Eq.(8) (in combination with the VF
equation), and assess whether the obtained parameters
are consistent with the known physical properties of
MBDA and other epoxy systems. As already discussed,

the functionT * is determined from the integral of the0

molar excess thermal expansivity of the melt with
respect to the crystalw5x. The temperature dependence
of this integral is very weak, and in particular at low
pressures(P-0.2 MPa) deviations smaller than 0.3%
are expectedw29x. Accordingly, we assumeT * depends0

only on pressure.
The analysis oft(T,P) in terms of the AG model was

thus carried out using Eq.(3), with T replaced byT *0 0

(Eq. (8)). As shown elsewherew37,54x, the parameters
in Eq. (5) can be independently determined fromPVT
data. In the present case, we use results for TPTE
(having very similar values of dT ydP andm ) w7x, Bsg T

1170 MPa,gs0.12 andds1.3=10 m mol Ky7 3 y1 y1

(the latter calculated from the densitys1.15 gmoly1

and molecular weights422.53 gmol of MBDA),y1

together with the parameters deduced from the VF fit
to the atmospheric pressure measurements(Table 1).
The simultaneous fits of the seven sets oft(T,P) data
are shown in Fig. 4(dotted lines), yielding for the two
adjustable parametersbs1.01"0.07 andS s184"18`

Jmol K . An independent assessment of these para-y1 y1

meters from other measurements is not currently possible
for MBDA. However, thisS is close to values obtained`

using calorimetry and dielectric data for PPGES s`

229"2 Jmol K and DGEBA S s233"1y1 y1
`

Jmol K w37x.y1 y1

The respective fits using the extended AG and the
VF models(Fig. 4) are quite close, although the former
was more constrained due to the simultaneous fitting of
all the seven data sets with a unique set of parameters.
Both models predict a temperature(T ) or pressure(P )0 0

at whicht diverges. In Fig. 7, the values ofT andP0 0
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Fig. 8. Master curve of thea-relaxation times vs.TyT *, whereT *0 0

is calculated from Eq.(5) using the fit parameters from the AGmodel.

deduced from the VF equation are compared to the
results from the AG model; there is no significant
difference. These results indicate that the phenomeno-
logical VF approach(Eqs. (3) and (4)) can be repro-
duced and interpreted in the framework of the AG
model.
Using the result of the extended AG model it is

possible to plot the relaxation times vs. the quantityTy
T *, which enables rescaling of all the isothermal and0

isobaric data onto a single master plot(Fig. 8). Note
that this ratio can be expressed as

S T,PŽ .cT
s y1 (13)*T T,P DC T,Ps0Ž . Ž .0 p

where S is the configurational entropy andDC thec p

excess heat capacity(Ps0 indicates ambient pressure).
Thus, the functionTyT * is a well-defined thermody-0

namic quantity(within the limits of the definition of
S ), playing a central role in the description of thec

temperature and pressure dependence of the structural
dynamics. We also point out that the fragility can be
related to the ratioS yDC . By defining m sc p Tmin

log(t(T )yt ) from Eq. (12), it follows thatg 0

DC T,Ps0Ž .pmT s1q (14))m min S T,PŽ . TT c g

The correlation implied by this expression has recently

been verified, at least at ambient pressure, for several
glass formersw55x.

4. Conclusions

Dielectric measurements on 4,49-methylenebis(N,N-
diglycidylaniline), a high functionality epoxy, were car-
ried out over a wide range of temperature and pressure.
The behavior of the structural relaxation was analyzed
using a phenomenological approach. The shape of the
a-relaxation was found to be independent of both
temperature and pressure(Fig. 3). Moreover, from fitting
the t(T,P) data to the extended VF equation(Eq. (4)),
the fragility was shown to be independent of pressure.
This behavior is consistent with the known correlation
between these properties, and suggests that the increased
intermolecular cooperativity, responsible for the slowing
down of the molecular motions, has the same origin,
whether brought about by decreasing temperature or
increasing pressure.
The data were also analyzed using the AG model,

relating the dynamics to the magnitude of the configu-
rational entropy and the excess heat capacity. The
implication is that the ratio of these two quantities
governs the fragility, as well as both the temperature-
and pressure-dependences oft. Moreover, the results of
the AG analysis are consistent with the phenomenolog-
ical VF function(i.e. T vs.P curve, and independence0 0

of thea-relaxation shape and its fragility from pressure,)
allowing an interpretation of the results obtained with
such approach. In fact, the more stringent AG analysis,
using Eq.(5) (in combination with the VF equation),
describes the relaxation times equally well. Finally, we
show that the AG model can be the basis for a rescaling
of the relaxation times onto a single master curve, in
which the abscissa is expressed in terms of the config-
urational entropy and the excess heat capacity.
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